
Some notes on the translation

Zijwaarts, translating to ‘Sideways’, is the title of a text I often refer to, first 
published in the De Standaard daily newspaper on Friday, January 4, 2019. 
While reading it for the first time, I underlined certain sentences with a  
dark pencil. These underlinings are a reminder of what I found important 
to treasure that day. 

I remember how the movement of a crab, which is sideways, stuck with 
me as a metaphor for how I envisioned the kind of work I would like to create. 
Sideways work. Or, even better, how approaching and translating in a side-

ways manner would become the 
direction I would like to follow. 

A few days ago, we came up with 
the title for this  bulletin, naming it ‘In 
a Sideways Manner’, in reference 
to Moyra Davey’s “Photography and 
 Accident”. The bulletin offers the 
space of an A4 sheet, and func-
tions as a platform for publishing 
current activities, research and 
writings by the students of the MA 
Graphic Design program at the 
Estonian Academy of Arts (EKA).
The title, as well as the ambition 
of this bulletin, reminded me of the 
above-mentioned article that I cut 
out of the newspaper four years 
ago and became a key reference 
ever since. An English translation 
seemed suitable. 

While rereading the article, 
the underlined sentences still 
resonated with me, highlighting 
how from the crab’s point of view, 
moving sideways is just moving 
forward. Only now, the first sen-
tence of the article caught most of 
my attention. ‘On New Year’s Eve, 
we hesitated.’ 

Beginnings come with hesita-
tions. Entering the two-year master 
program in Graphic Design at EKA 
is a beginning. This new bulletin is 
a gathering place, starting line, and 
take-off all at once. We will gather 
and move in a sideways manner. 
Straight ahead.

— LM
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W
hen

 W
oolf is fi

n
ally able to tear herself aw

ay from
 

the rubbish heap of old letters and diaries, it is to read 
poetry, and, again invoking the w

riterly reader, she 
says, “the tim

e to read poetry is w
hen w

e are alm
ost 

able to w
rite it.” (E

lsew
here, in her diary, she inverts 

this statem
ent to sim

ilar ends: “T
he m

ost successful 

reading leaves m
e w

ith the im
pulse to w

rite it all over 
again,” w

hich rem
inds m

e again of B
arthes. In another 

beautiful passage in T
he P

leasure of the Text, he says that 
his best ideas com

e to him
 in a sidew

ays m
anner w

hile 
in the presence of som

eone he loves, and that his m
ost 

creative reading is oblique or distracted, w
hen he is 

led to “look up often, to listen to som
ething else.” O

ne 
could argue this is a doubtful sort of reading since the 
reader perhaps failed to connect w

ith the w
riter. O

n the 
other hand, how

 can w
e object to a reading that is so 

generative, so capable of spaw
ning the seeds of future 

texts? I m
ight add, this oblique m

ode of reading is often 

how
 I read B

arthes him
self, w

ith a sort of free-floating 
attentiveness to the page and a diff

usion of conscious-
ness that tends to set m

e thinking about m
y ow

n w
ork 

and ideas as m
uch as his.)
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Clipping of the article “Zijwaarts” by 
Guinevere Claeys with underlinings 
made on a Friday morning at a kitchen 
table while reading the daily newspaper. 

Some notes of the translator,  
framing and accompanying the 
English translation of “Zijwaarts” 
by Guinevere Claeys. 

English translation of “Zijwaarts” 
by Guinevere Claeys, published 
in the newspaper De Standaard 
on Friday January 4, 2019. 

SIDEWAYS
Guinevere Claeys

On New Year’s Eve, we hesitated. 
Should we hope, should we despair? 
If this time is indeed as it presents 
itself, a tilting time, should we believe 
that it will naturally tilt right? Or 
should we intervene? When does 
hope become guilty neglect? When 
does despair become a self-fulfilling 
prophecy? Is hope concerned with 
the right things? Is despair concerned 
with anything at all? Is hope coura-
geous? Is despair yellow? Is hope 
not too often a matter of yielding? 
But is despair different from panic? 
And aren’t both of these blinding? 

We had plenty of questions. We 
kept the answers for next year. As if 
hope and despair were in fact reason-
able. As if the choice is a decision. 
Or is it? 

Later that evening, I learned 
why crabs walk sideways. Countless 
theories, but the only right one, 
unfortunately more often than not, 
is the least sensational one. Crabs 
walk sideways because they cannot 
do other wise. That is how they are 
built, their legs pivot only in the 
lateral direction.

So, from the crab’s point of 
view, it just goes straight ahead and 
we are the ones moving in a side-
ways manner. Which I thought was 
a nice change of perspective so last 
minute. When you can’t do other wise. 
Sideways can be forward. After all, 
an inevitable hopeful thought to start 
anew. As if I couldn’t do otherwise.




